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With the way the internet is today, you need more than just an anti-virus solution. An anti-virus solution is great to
trap malware once downloaded onto your device. These days with malware protection, you need to take the
approach of stopping malware before it gets into your network, because once it’s downloaded or installed it’s
most likely already too late.
With vCloud Security’s Unified Email Threat Management and Website Intelligent Threat Protection solutions, we
scan and clean your email before it gets to your exchange server and any website you visit are checked and
authorised access prior to you viewing them.
HACKERS & UNWANTED VISITORS
This removes any hacker trying into install
software on or take over your device.
SPAM & PHISHING EMAILS
emails and phishing is stopped in the cloud.
WEBSITE BROWSING & DOWNLOADING
website that contain malicious code or
file to be downloaded will warn you
that access is denied.

RANSOMWARE
With vCloud Security’s Intelligent Threat
Management solutions integrated into your
computer network (cloud or on-premises), we
ensure that you don’t need to worry that staff
may download malicious software onto your
computer network.
No need for virus definition updates, with
hourly updates in the cloud so you don’t
need to worry if software is up-to-date.

ADVANTAGES
* No need to train or make staff aware that an email
is circulating that is potential mal/ransomware.
* Hourly updates on spam and website virus
and malware definitions
* No need to download new definitions
* Peace of mind that your network is
fully and always protected
* No additional software to install,
manage or slow computers down
* Based in the cloud in our Sydney,
Hong Kong and Europe datacentres
* Portal access for spam and quarintine
of emails with catch and release
* Cloud key password access to bypass
web filter. Key is provider to your IT manager
UNIFIED EMAIL THREAT MANAGEMENT (UETM)
$6USD per user / month.
WEBSITE INTELLIGENT THREAT PROTECTION (WITP)
$6USD per device / month.
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